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Our Mission Our Music            
  We are a collective of  world class 

musicians whose credentials include 
Ronnie Scott’s, The Cheltenham Jazz 
Festival, 606 club and numerous 
European venues.  

Performing for one night only at 
incredible locations from roof top 
gardens to private clubs and classic 
venues we create an evening like no 
other that is sure to thrill your guests, 
paying homage to the classic jazz clubs 
where the music was hot, the clientèle 
were smart, and the atmosphere 
electric.
We encourage all our guests enter into 
the spirit by bringing a little glamour of 
their own to the occasion.  

 

At The Secret Jazz Club, we’re on a 
mission – to give music-lovers an 
experience where the atmosphere 
matches the quality of the musicianship.

It must have felt amazing to be at the 
first sizzling of the Hot Club of France, or 
to have felt electric chills at the Birth of 
Cool, and it’s that spirit and excitement 
that we want to capture – not as a retro 
pastiche, but with a mix of new and 
newly interpreted songs played by top 
professional musicians and vocalists 
who just love what they do.

Share the thrill of our amazing pop-up 
Jazz Clubs with your guests to enjoy a 
truly unique experience they will 
remember.
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Whether revisiting the Great American 
Songbook in our own unique way, 
delivering original material or re-
interpreting modern pop classics, our Jazz 
has a distinctively contemporary edge, 
mixing commercialism with outstanding 
musicianship.

If after relaxing to our thrilling Jazz set 
you feel ready to step it up a little our 
Swing has a horn section so hot you'll 
need a tequila to cool down.

Looking for something a little different? 
Our Electro Swing mixes vintage jazz with 
contemporary beats to create a unique 
fusion that is taking Europe by storm.
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Styles We Play 
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 Jazz

 

 

 

With artists such as: Ella Fitzgerald, Gregory 
Porter, Frank Sinatra and Kurt Elling as our 
guide we play from the Great American 
Songbook through to modern day classics 
from Coldplay to Coltrane. Mixed with 
original materiel that represents the best of 
Jazz today. 

Our Swing is smart and sharp true to the 
spirit with a distinctively contemporary 
edge.... with a horn section so hot you'll 
need a tequila to cool down.
  

 

Electro Swing & Jazz Manouche

If you are new to Electro Swing prepare to fall in 
love with this glorious mix of vintage swing and 
modern beats which has taken Europe by storm 
guaranteed to bring you to the dance floor.
 
Originating in Paris, Jazz Manouche or Gypsy 
Jazz as it is sometimes called, mixes violin, 
clarinet and guitars. More recently it has been 
combined with bass and electro beats, to give a 
distinctive sound and infectious groove. 
 

 Swing

 

 

 

Click on the record to hear the track
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http://thesecretjazzclub.com/releases/take-slow-joe-remix/
http://thesecretjazzclub.com/releases/swingology/
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Music Packages 
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Duo.
Vocals, Piano.
Capturing the essence of an intimate 
club perfect for smaller venues. We 
explore the Great American Songbook in 
our own unique way, delivering original 
material or re-interpreting modern pop 
classics.
 
Two Sets: 
First Set  60 mins
Contemporary and Jazz Standards

Second Set: 60 mins
Jazz and Swing

Sinatra (Gold) Basie (Platinum)Ella (Silver)
Full Band.
Vocals, Piano, Bass, Drums, Trumpet, 
Saxophone , Sound Engineer.
Experience the thrill of a Jazz band with horn 
section as we blast our way through classic 
tracks old and new. With an Electro swing set 
sure to bring you to your feet. 

Two Sets: 
First Set: 60 mins
Contemporary and Jazz Standards

Second Set: 60 mins
Swing and Electro Swing 

  

Quartet.
Vocals, Piano, Bass, Drums, Sound Engineer.
Our classic Jazz Quartet has been describe as  
Jamie Cullum meets John Coltrane. We revisit 
and re-interpret Jazz Standards and modern day  
classics to bring a blistering set of Jazz and 
Swing. 

Two Sets: 
First Set:  60 mins
Contemporary and Jazz Standards.

Second Set: 60 mins
 Swing and Electro Swing 
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We are able to provide hire of the following : Black Baby Grand Piano or Grand Piano, Electro Swing DJ,  and Four Piece Horn Section if required. 
Prices on application.  

Please note prices do not include venue hire or catering. If you wish to include these please ask about our full club packages.
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Venues 
Warren House
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. 

This beautiful country house set in two acres of 
landscaped gardens is a hidden gem only ten 
miles from central London. With an exquisite 
ballroom modeled on the hall of mirrors in 
Versailles it makes the perfect setting for a Secret 
Jazz Club and unforgettable event.
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Venues 
The Olivier
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This beautiful pub in Hammersmith is now only 
available for private hire. The great atmosphere 
and original 30s decor provides a fantastic 
backdrop for an intimate club reminiscent of a 
late night lock in.  
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Presentation & Gifts
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THANK YOU
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